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Philosopher/Writer-10

This political philosopher wrote that the purpose of 

government is to protect the life, liberty and property 

of its citizens.



Philosopher/Writer-20

This “father of economics” wrote in his influential 

book, The Wealth of Nations, that society benefits 

when individuals and corporations are free to make a 

profit and become wealthy, without any government 

regulation.



Philosopher/Writer-30

This political philosopher said that, without 

government , life would be “brutish, nasty and short”, 

so citizens should trade their liberty for security.



Philosopher/Writer-40

These two political philosophers believed that people 

can be trusted to govern themselves.



Philosopher/Writer-50
This political philosopher wrote that government 

corrupts and enslaves people, so they should agree to 

govern themselves according to what is best for the 

majority in a direct democracy.



Philosopher/Writer-60
Summarize these social contract theories:

PHILOSOPHER WHAT CITIZEN GIVE UP WHAT CITIZENS GET 

HOBBES

LOCKE

ROUSSEAU



Philosopher/Writer-70

• ______________ literacy is exercising your power 

to become an A4 Citizen.

• What are the 4 As:

• ___________ reader and listener

• ASTUTE __________________

• ARTICULATE writer and speaker

• ___________ problem solver.



Forms of Government-10

This form of government is the LEAST efficient 

and the MOST time-consuming for its citizens.



Forms of Government-20

What do we call our U.S. form of government (Hint:  

3 words)?



Forms of Government-30

The government is superior to the individual in 

this form of government.



Forms of 

Government-

40

There is no separation of church and state in this 

form of government which ensures that political 

decisions are in line with citizens’ moral values 

and beliefs.



Forms of Government-50

Citizens with differing political views are often 

shut out of the political process, in these four 

totalitarian forms of government.



Forms of Government-60

What is the main difference between a Parliamentary 

Democracy and a Presidential Democracy?



Forms of Government-70
This is one way Dictatorships and Absolute 

Monarchies are different.



Power-10
What is the definition of POWER?



Power-20

This gets allocated in 

Politics:



Power-30

These are allocated by economics.

“Waaaaaaaa!”



Power Systems-40

This power system is the MOST COMMON  in 

the world today, where power is held by one, 

centralized national government in this system.



Power Systems-50

Power is divided and shared between national 

and state governments in this system.



Power Systems-60

This system works better for LARGE, diverse 

countries because it gives state governments flexibility 

in meeting local, diverse needs while still promoting 

national unity.



Power Systems-70

This system allocated power prior to our current 

U.S. Constitution, but didn’t meet the needs, of 

the entire, growing nation.



Economic Systems-10
In which economic age did government begin?



Economic Systems-20

This is the purpose of a Mixed Economy.



Economic Systems-30

John Maynard Keynes 

wrote that government 

should regulate the 

economy when markets 

are ________ and don’t 

work.



Economic Systems-40

Communism is this type of economy.



Economic Systems-50

Individuals and corporations have total 

economic freedom, control and ownership 

over ALL economic activities in this type of 

economy.



Economic Systems-60

All economic activities are controlled by the 

government in this type of economy, in order to 

achieve economic equality.



Economic Systems-70
Individuals and corporations own and control their 

economic activities within necessary governmental 

regulations in this type of economy.



Miscellaneous-10
______ exists b/c 

• humans have unlimited wants vs. limited resources. 

• competition b/t                                        

competing interests 

forces governments 

to compromise on laws,                                              

budgets &foreign policy



Miscellaneous-20

All humans are born with unalienable rights that 

cannot be taken away by                                                              

governments =



Miscellaneous-30

People enter into a “_______________” when they 
form a government, by giving up certain rights in 
exchange for certain protections from the government.


